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I've been an old times Metal head. The moment I accepted Jesus Christ as a Lord and Saviour and been
visited by the Lord's Holy Ghost grace, my life changed severely. I found out most of the metal bands, I
used to be regularly listening to is against Christ and anti-christian in essence, I still however hold my
love for Metal as my teenage years were dominated by Metal Music. Happily I found there is plenty of
nice Metal music a Metal head could enjoy that are written for glorification of Christ and hence did not
have the negative spiritual anti-christian charge that is so typical for a lot of the bads in the metal music
world. Recently I'm not listening to as much music as few years from now but still every now and then I
like playing some of my old Christian metal loved bands. I was maintaining a small list of Christian metal
nice bands I found and playlisted on youtube. If you're a metal geek you might enjoy  my old christian
metal playlist here :).

For Christians, who are looking for online Christian Metal community I also suggest you  check out
Firestream - The believer's Heavy Music Refugee . There are plenty of other interesting places on the net
dedicated for Christian metal fans;;;

Untombed - Christian Metal and Rock Webzine 
Christian Industrial.Net - Very, very cool Christian Industrial Radio 
AngelicWarLord.Com - A huge list of Christian Metal bands Interviews, reviews and resources
AngelFire's Christian Metal Resources Page
Cross Stream - Christian metal Radio 
The Metal for Jesus Page 
The Metal Blessing Radio 
Reign Radio - The Internet's FIRST Christian and Hard Rock Metal Station 

I will end up this post with 2 videos of one very favourite Ukrainian Christian Metal band - Angel 7;

Angel 7 - Jesus the Saviour 

Angel 7 - The Last Day

There are probably plenty of other nice Christian Metal sites and resources on the net; surely I'm missing
a lot here? if you know some other good Christian Rock / Metal resources please drop a comment.
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http://www.youtube.com/hip0d
http://www.youtube.com/hip0d
http://firestream.freeforums.org/
http://firestream.freeforums.org/
http://untombed.com/
http://www.christianindustrial.net
http://www.angelicwarlord.com/home/index.html
http://www.angelfire.com/wi/metalhead/
http://www.thecrossstream.com/
http://www.metalforjesus.org/
http://metalblessingradio.com/
http://www.reignradio.com/index.html
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